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It has been proposed that the entropy of any objet must satisfy fundamental (holographi or

Bekenstein) bounds set by the objet's size and perhaps its energy. However, most disussions of

these bounds have ignored the possibility that objets violating the putative bounds ould themselves

beome important omponents of Hawking radiation. This e�et ould potentially invalidate the

derivations of the bounds, but it might also lead to observational evidene for them.

I. INTRODUCTION

The laws of thermodynamis and the onepts of entropy (S) and energy (E) express fundamental aspets of

physis. In the onventional understanding, these quantities are related to eah other and to the size of an objet

only through the �rst law of thermodynamis dE = TdS � PdV . However, there have been intriguing suggestions

(see e.g. [1{5℄) that more fundamental laws (e.g., quantum gravity and/or string theory e�ets) should hange this

piture. In partiular, the entropy of any objet might be bounded by some funtion of its size, typially haraterized

by a length sale R or an enlosing area A, and perhaps its energy E. Suggestions of this form inlude Bekenstein's

proposed bound [1℄,

S < �RE=�h; (1.1)

and the so-alled holographi bound [2, 3℄,

S < A

3

=4�hG; (1.2)

Here we have displayed the fundamental onstants expliitly, but below we use geometri units with k

B

= �h =  =

G = 1.
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The original version [1℄ of Bekenstein's bound has � = 2�, while some subsequent disussions (e.g. [6℄)

weaken the bound somewhat, enlarging � by a fator of order ten.

Arguments in favor of these bounds [1{3, 6, 7℄ typially suggest that inserting or transforming bound-violating

objets into blak holes leads to ontraditions with the seond law of thermodynamis. Many ounter-arguments

have been given and the subjet remains in a state of ontroversy. The original argument [1℄ for (1.1) involved slowly

lowering a \box" toward a blak hole and then, at some point, letting it fall freely through the horizon. Counter-

arguments appealing to a buoyant fore exerted on the box by the \thermal atmosphere" of the blak hole were given

by Unruh and Wald in [8℄. The question was reonsidered reently in [9℄ in the ontext of a resolution of the \self

aelerating box paradox". Under plausible assumptions as to the treatment of ertain boundary e�ets, it was shown

in [9℄ that a box violating (1.1) would make a notable ontribution to the thermal atmosphere of the very blak hole

with whih it was supposed to violate the seond law. This ontribution might be negligible far from the blak hole,

but would beome important in the region near the horizon from whih the box was to be dropped. This opens the

door to new e�ets whih might provide loopholes in the original argument of [1℄. A few suh e�ets were disussed

in [9℄ and similar e�ets will be desribed below.

However, other arguments for a version of (1.1) (with � somewhat greater than 2�) have been made in whih one

releases the objet to fall into the blak hole from far away [6℄. When applied to suh proesses, the omments of [9℄

suggest that thermally produed opies of bound-violating objets would be relevant even far away from the blak

hole. In other words, despite the very low Hawking temperature of any marosopi blak hole, they suggest that

objets violating this version of (1.1) would be Hawking radiated at a signi�ant rate by the partiular blak hole

used in the argument. We expliitly verify this suggestion below, noting that the situation far from the blak hole is

under muh better ontrol than that studied in [9℄.

1

In many ways, the hoie 8�G = 1 is more natural than G = 1. With this hoie of units, the horizon entropy beomes 2�A and equation

(1.2) reads S < 2�A.
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We then note that these onsiderations generalize to any setting (e.g. those of [10℄ and [1, 6℄) in whih the absorption

of a `highly entropi objet' by a blak hole would, in the absene of further entropy generation, lead to a violation

of the seond law. Thus, suh highly entropi objets and their kin will be important omponents of the blak

hole's thermal atmosphere so that further proesses will indeed our. We show that similar omments apply to the

holographi bound (1.2). Finally, we suggest how this same e�et ould lead to observational evidene in favor of

both (1.1) and (1.2) in ertain regimes, independently of whether, as a matter of priniple, these bounds neessarily

hold in all possible hypothetial worlds.

We remark here that the majority of the thought experiments we onsider herein (as well as those onsidered in [9℄)

involve only semilassial proesses whih are quasistationary for the blak hole, that is to say proesses in whih the

blak hole may be treated lassially suh that its mass hanges only inrementally. (An important exeption is the

gendankenexperiment for deriving the holographi bound in [3℄.) In this ontext, a very general argument presented in

[11, 12℄ establishes
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that no violation of the GSL an our if the matter outside the blak hole is orretly desribed

by some quantum �eld theory. From this point of view any attempt to derease the total entropy of a blak hole

by inserting highly entropi objets is doomed in advane to fail, and the only question is how this failure will work

itself out in the given ase. Thus, a proof that one ould derease the entropy with the aid of a ertain type of highly

entropi objet would amount to a proof that no suh objet ould exist in any self onsistent quantum �eld theory

(whih extended to urved spaetime). Conversely, if one ould imagine a quantum �eld theory in whih suh an

objet de�nitely ould exist, then one would be guaranteed that the theory would provide for some e�et to protet

the GSL from violation, when suh objets were made to interat with blak holes in the above semilassial setting.

To a ertain extent, the remainder of this paper is just a more detailed working out of this impliation.

II. HIGHLY ENTROPIC OBJECTS AT EQUILIBRIUM

It is well established [14{19℄ that the radiation surrounding a blak hole of temperature T

BH

is thermal in the

sense that, in equilibrium, it is desribed by an ensemble of the form e

��H

, where � = 1=T

BH

. When a blak hole

radiates into empty spae and the thermal ensemble would be dominated by weakly interating partiles, the Hawking

radiation is just the outgoing omponent of the radiation desribed by this ensemble.

The point stressed in [9℄ is that, aording to statistial mehanis, the probability to �nd a partiular marostate

in a thermal ensemble is not e

��E

but e

��F

, where F = E � T

BH

S is its free energy
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at the temperature T

BH

orresponding to the blak hole. In onverting this into an emission rate, the only other relevant fator is a `gray

body fator' that enters the absorption ross setion � for our objet. (The absorption and emission rates are related

by the assumption of \detailed balane". We assume that this assumption is valid for our objets.

4

)

A. The Bekenstein bound

Let us now reall the setting for the argument of [6℄ in favor of (1.1). One onsiders an objet of size R, energy E,

and entropy S whih falls into a Shwarzshild blak hole of size R

BH

= 2�R from a distane d�R

BH

. The parameter

� is taken to be large enough that the objet readily falls into the blak hole without being torn apart. In other words,

we engineer the situation so that the blak hole is, at least lassially, a perfet absorber of suh objets. It is also

assumed that the Hawking radiation emitted during the infall of our objet is dominated by the familiar massless

�elds, in whih ase it is a small enough e�et so as not to signi�antly impede the fall of our objet. Consideration

of the seond law [6℄ then leads to the bound

S < 8���RE; (2.1)

where � is a numerial fator in the range � = 1:35� 1:64: Here the energy E has been assumed to be muh smaller

than the mass M

BH

of the blak hole and, up to the fator �, the above bound is obtained by onsidering the entropy

inrement of the blak hole, dS

BH

= dE

BH

=T

BH

. Notie here that the blak hole was assumed not to readily emit

opies of our objet as part of its Hawking radiation.

2

assuming that ertain a priori divergent quantities an be handled appropriately.

3

Sine e

�F=T

= e

�E=T

e

S

, the free energy inludes the e�et of olleting e

S

mirostates into a single marostate.

4

If the objet an be desribed as a �eld quantum and the blak hole metri treated as �xed, then one just has potential sattering, for

whih detailed balane an be derived in the usual manner. More generally, one might appeal to some version of time reversal invariane,

or better CPT invariane, but the status of the latter is not settled within quantum gravity.
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Suppose, now, that a \highly entropi objet" does exist with S > 8���RE. The arguments of [9℄ suggest that

this large entropy will indue suh objets to be emitted opiously by the blak hole, and it is lear that no violation

of the seond law will result if the net ux of suh objets vanishes or is direted outward from the blak hole.

To see whether this is indeed the ase, let us ompute the free energy of our objet at the blak hole temperature

T

BH

= (4�R

BH

)

�1

= (8��R)

�1

:

F = E �

S

4�R

BH

< E � �E < 0: (2.2)

Now if we assume that no objets are present, then we �nd F = E�TS = 0� 0 = 0. By (2.2), objets violating (1.1)

have signi�antly lower free energy than this, and are therefore more likely to exist than not in a state of thermal

equilibrium at T

BH

. (In fat, the most likely marostate is one that is so full of suh objets that new ones annot be

squeezed in at the same low free energy.) Consequently, it is unjusti�ed to assume that suh objets are unlikely to be

radiated by the blak hole, during the ourse of one of the putatively entropy-violating proesses under onsideration.

(On the other hand, we annot simply assert that they must be radiated in great numbers, beause the nature of the

equilibrium state does not in itself determine what happens away from equilibrium.)

Consideration of simple models eluidates the ways in whih this loophole might play itself out. Suppose for example

that our objet's free energy were independent of the number of suh objets already present

5

. Then the putative

thermal ensemble would be unstable, as adding an additional suh objet would lower the free energy, no matter how

many were already present. (Hene, stritly speaking, there ould be no state of equilibrium at all, muh as with the

super-radiant modes in the ase of a rotating blak hole.) Thus, we would expet the Hawking radiation to ontain

so many of our objets that the usual semi-lassial approximation would fail and the blak hole would quikly deay.

As a seond example, suppose that our objets an be modeled by weakly interating Fermions. Then all marostates

with F < 0 will be oupied, although states with suÆiently high kineti energy will remain empty. If the parameters

are hosen orretly, the rate of Hawking radiation an remain low enough that the semilassial approximation remains

valid and the blak hole does exist as a metastable state. However, sine the objet we wish to drop is by onstrution

in a state with insuÆient kineti energy to satisfy S < 8���RE, it represents an ingoing state with F < 0. Thus,

the orresponding outgoing state is oupied with high probability and the blak hole will very likely emit suh an

objet during the time that our ingoing objet is being absorbed. In fat, it is very likely to emit a large number of

suh objets in various diretions.

In the third instrutive ase we suppose that the thermal atmosphere of the blak hole bloks the passage of our

highly-entropi objets so that energeti objets annot stream freely outward from the blak hole. Let us assume

it also bloks the passage of the CPT onjugate objets, sine these will arry equal entropy. This ase might arise

beause the thermal atmosphere already ontains many densely paked opies of our objet, or it might arise beause

our objets are exluded by interations with some other omponent of the atmosphere. Note that due to detailed

balane (or CPT invariane) this atmosphere will also obstrut us from dropping in a new objet from far away. Our

new objet will boune o� the thermal atmosphere or be otherwise prevented from entering the blak hole to the same

extent that an outgoing suh objet emitted by the blak hole will fail to esape. Thus, again it is plausible that the

blak hole is very likely to emit at least one suh objet before we manage to send a new one into the blak hole.

In eah ase we �nd, with high plausibility, that the Hawking radiation adds at least as muh entropy to the

universe as is removed when our objet falls through the horizon. Note that none of the aveats from [9℄ apply here:

the relevant region is far from the blak hole so that it is large and homogeneous and no boundary e�ets should be

important.

B. A generalization

Sine the end result did not rely on partiular properties of Shwarzshild blak holes, one might expet that our

argument an be formulated muh more generally. To see that this is the ase, let us proeed along the lines of [11℄.

Consider then any proess in whih a given objet with entropy S is destroyed, giving its energy E to a blak hole.

Note that this inludes both proesses of the original form [1℄ as well as the more reent [6℄. As above, we suppose

that this represents a small hange, with E being small in omparison to the total energy of the blak hole. The

5

This supposition is instrutive but not realisti. Note in partiular that free bosons do not fall into this ategory, as a thermal ensemble

of any number N of free boson �elds exists any temperature T . The free boson ase is quite interesting and will be studied in detail in

[20℄
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hange in the total entropy of the universe is at least

�S

total

� �S

BH

� S: (2.3)

But using the �rst law of thermodynamis for the blak hole, this is just

�S

total

�

E

T

BH

� S =

F

T

BH

; (2.4)

where F is the free energy of the objet at the Hawking temperature T

BH

. In partiular, sine T

BH

> 0, the sign of

�S

total

must math that of F . One onludes that the absorption of an objet by a blak hole an violate the seond

law only if F < 0, in whih ase any of the mehanisms from setion IIA may ome into play to prevent the proess

from ourring. Note that only the �rst law (energy onservation) has been assumed in our argument and that no

speial properties of blak holes have been used; the argument would proeed as well if one replaed the blak hole

by any objet at the same temperature. (However, in plaes we did assume that emission and absorption rates ould

be analyzed as if the blak hole were in equilibrium with its surroundings, unlike in the more general treatment of

[11, 12℄.)

C. The holographi bound

Let us now onsider the holographi bound (1.2). Suppose in partiular that we have a (spherial, unharged)

objet with S � A=4 and onsider a Shwarzshild blak hole of equal area A = 4�R

2

BH

. Sine our highly entropi

objet is not itself a blak hole, its energy E must be less than the mass M

BH

of the blak hole. The arguments of

[2, 3℄ now ask us to onsider what happens if we drop our highly entropi objet into a blak hole of mass M

BH

or

otherwise transform it into a blak hole of this mass. For arguments whih drop the objet into a pre-existing blak

hole, one typially

6

assumes E �M

BH

, but this is not the ase for all the arguments.

Based on e�ets like those desribed in [13℄ (setion II) and in [9℄ one may speulate that some Hawking-like proess

forbids this transformation. More spei�ally the suggestion is that if the transformation does proeed at �rst, then

the resulting blak hole state will be a mere `thermal utuation' that lasts for no more than a time of order R

BH

.

In order to assess this suggestion, let us suppose for the moment that E � M

BH

so that the emission rate of suh

`highly entropi objets' from a blak hole of mass M

BH

an be analyzed as in Setions IIA and B. Then the free

energy of our highly entropi objet at the Hawking temperature T

BH

= (4�R

BH

)

�1

of the blak hole is

F = E � T

BH

S < E �

A=4

4�R

BH

= E �M

BH

=2 < 0: (2.5)

Thus, we again see that our objet is likely to be emitted readily in Hawking radiation.

In the ase where E and M

BH

are omparable, the emission of our objet will reat bak signi�antly on the

blak hole itself. In this ase it no longer seems possible to analyze the emission rate by omparison with a state

of thermal equilibrium in a �xed blak hole bakground. (Indeed a anonial ensemble at �xed temperature seems

inappropriate, and one would have to replae it by a miroanonial ensemble for the system of radiation plus blak

hole(s).) Therefore, we will fall bak on a more general, but less ompelling type of argument whih we ould also

have used above, but did not sine the equilibrium alternative was available.

Instead of reasoning from detailed balane and equilibrium abundanes, we ould have just assumed that our objet

was emitted as if it were a �eld quantum of a massive free �eld (as in the original alulations of Hawking radiation).

This yields an emission rate, whih, if we ignore the pre-fator, takes the Boltzmannian form, exp(�E=T

BH

). This

an also be written as exp(�S

BH

), where �S

BH

(a negative number) is the entropy lost by the blak hole in emitting

the objet of energy E, and we are still assuming that E � M

BH

. If we now assume further that this rate applies

equally to eah mirostate of our objet, then the total emission rate for the marostate of the objet aquires a

fator of exp(S), whene the overall rate (still negleting \pre-fators") takes on the \naive thermodynami value" of

exp(�S

BH

+ S). This oinides with the form utilized above, exp(�E=T

BH

+ S).

Now this form of the argument has the weakness that the assmuptions going into it seem to be under poorer ontrol

and less onvining than those going into our equilibrium analysis above. However, unlike the latter, the present

analysis arries over to the ase where E is omparable to M

BH

, at least in the sense that, aording to referenes

6

See, e.g., the weakly gravitating ase desribed in [7℄.
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[22, 23℄, the emission rate for a mirostate retains a fator proportional to exp(�S

BH

). If we aept this, then the

rest of the argument is just as before: The formation of a blak hole from our objet ould violate the seond law

only if S > S

BH

. But sine �S

BH

> �S

BH

, one �nds �S

total

= �S

BH

+ S > 0 for the orresponding emission

proess. Sine this implies an exponentially large emission rate for our objet, we onlude that the ombined proess

of ollapse and emission would atually result in a net inrease in the total entropy.

III. DISCUSSION

The proposals (1.1) and (1.2) for fundamental entropy bounds would forbid the existene of objets with extremely

high entropy. In fat, we have seen that the entropy of the putatively forbidden objets is so high that they (or

even more entropi objets) would be an important omponent of Hawking radiation even for large blak holes where

the temperature is low. This expands an interesting loophole in existing arguments for suh fundamental bounds.

In a more speial ontext where suh a violation arises from a large number of light �elds, a very similar loophole

was disussed in [13℄. To quote from that referene, \. . . the bound should be neessary in order for blak holes to

be stable or metastable states, but should not be needed for the validity of the GSL [generalized seond law℄." We

found evidene for suh an assertion in two di�erent regimes. In the �rst, where the energy E of the putative highly

entropi objet (HEO) is muh less than that of the blak hole, one knows on general grounds that the GSL annot

be violated in any semilassial proess with a quasistationary blak hole [11, 12℄. Therefore, if one imagines a HEO

whih would lead to a violation, then the onlusion must be either that the HEO annot atually exist (ompare how

self-aelerating boxes were exluded in [9℄) or that some e�et has been overlooked whih would avoid the violation

in another way; and we presented evidene that emission of HEO's by the blak hole is suh an e�et. In the seond

regime, where E is omparable to M

BH

, things are muh less lear ut, but a similar argument an be made if one

aepts the onlusions of [22, 23℄ onerning the emission of suh objets.

One might think that suh highly entropi objets are in any ase experimentally exluded due to our exellent

understanding of high temperature thermal states produed in the laboratory. However, states under experimental

ontrol are produed by interations with normal matter. As a result, they plae only loose onstraints on highly

entropi objets made from unknown fundamental �elds whih might interat extremely weakly with those of the

standard model. One may imagine suh objets as being made from exoti dark matter or other `hidden-setor' �elds.

One might also imagine that, even if made of standard model �elds, some dynamial e�et might ause these objets

to ome into equilibrium only after a osmologially long timesale.

Sine objets violating (1.1) and (1.2) an be abundant in Hawking radiation, it is interesting to speulate that the

prodution of highly entropi objets ould lead to observable rates of mass loss from known blak holes. For example,

let us onsider the ase where suh objets pass unimpeded through the thermal atmosphere of the blak hole but

where semi-lassial blak holes nevertheless exist as metastable states. A good model for this ase is the senario

of weakly interating Fermions disussed above. Then if the putative bounds are violated by a fator of order 1, our

objets have negative free energy even when their kineti energies are relativisti. The Hawking radiation may then

be modeled as a `uid' of suh objets

7

whih ows outward from the blak hole with density � and speed v � . The

blak hole loses mass at a rate of

_

M = 4��R

2

BH

. On the other hand, we have observed various blak holes for some

time and thus have at least rough bounds on the rate at whih they lose mass. Consideration of a blak hole of a few

solar masses whose mass remains roughly onstant over a period of ten years would rule out the existene of suh a

uid with �

>

�

5� 10

4

kg=m

3

, while similar observations of a 10

6

solar mass blak hole would exlude a orresponding

uid with �

>

�

0:2kg=m

3

. One of ourse obtains muh stronger limits if the aepted age of suh objets is used as the

relevant timesale. The detailed modeling of similar senarios may provide fertile ground for future investigations.

We onlude with a hand waving argument that also allows one to set observational limits on ertain highly entropi

objets. An enthusiasti seminar speaker an probably wave his or her hand with an aeleration exeeding 10

4

m=s

2

.

If massive objets were present in the thermal radiation assoiated with this aeleration then, unless these objets

were transparent to human hands, one would bump into them and the vauum would not feel empty. Consider, for

example, an objet of mass � 1 gram and size � 1 m. In order that suh an objet not impede our waving hand, its

entropy annot exeed 10

54

. This is tighter than the holographi bound by about ten orders of magnitude, though

muh looser than the Bekenstein bound. It is even possible that one an extend this hand waving argument to rule

out ertain objets at zero temperature, but we leave that disussion for another plae.

7

Similar uid pitures were desribed in [21℄ as andidate desriptions of Hawking radiation at temperatures high enough to reate

hadrons.
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